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I want to address a foundational issue in the contemporary vagueness debate. This is
very much dominated by three main approaches—semantic, epistemic and psychological—
which, however distinct they may be in other respects, share a crucial common feature,
namely that of characterizing vagueness in terms of the notion of borderlineness. These
approaches “only” differ in their explication of borderlineness, which is given in their re-
spective favourite terms, but agree in characterizing vagueness by means of substantial
non-logical notions (be them related either to semantic indeterminacy, or to unknowa-
bility, or to partial belief). In so doing, they obliterate one of the main phenomena in
which vagueness is manifest in natural language, namely the intuitive truth of the ma-
jor premise of sorites paradoxes. Such a premise can be expressed in purely logical terms
(save of course for the relevant vague predicate and for some functor or relational predicate
expressing a suitable ordering), without need of non-logical expressions like ‘borderline’,
‘definitely’, ‘roughly’ etc. I want to provide some philosophical and technical support for
a theory (the naive theory of vagueness) which takes very seriously this phenomenon (and
in so doing is close to contextualist positions, especially to Hans Kamp’s theory).

According to the naive theory of vagueness, the vagueness of an expression consists
(a) in the existence of both positive and negative cases of application of the expression
and (b) in the non-existence of a sharp cut-off point between them. The sorites paradox
shows the naive theory to be inconsistent in most logics proposed for a vague language. I
will explore the prospects of saving the naive theory by revising the logic in a novel way,
placing principled restrictions on the structural property of transitivity of the consequence
relation. To this end, I will propose and to some extent develop a lattice-theoretical
semantics for a whole family of (0th-order) “tolerant logics”.

I will start by delineating the semantics of a very weak tolerant logic (the system T),
which can be seen as providing a common basis for a very wide class of tolerant logics.
Every element (“value”) of a lattice V is associated with a tolerance function tol, which,
for every v ∈ V , picks out an upper subset of V containing v (intuitively, tol maps each
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value v to the set of values deemed acceptable by v). Every lattice also comes with a
designated upper set D (the set of “designated values”). We can then define a conditional
operation on the lattice which assigns to any two values v0 and v1 an element of D iff
v1 ∈ tol(v0). Standard lattice-theoretical operations can be defined as usual: negation as
an order-inverting operation, conjunction as glb and disjunction as lub.

The key to the failure of transitivity resides in the definition of the consequence re-
lation. Given tol, every lattice V can be associated with a set of values T ⊆ V st
T =

⋃
d∈D tol(d). A set of wffs C is then defined to be a consequence of a set of wffs

P iff, for every model M, if, for every ϕ ∈ P , valM(ϕ) ∈ DM, then, for some ψ ∈ C,
valM(ψ) ∈ TM (where val is a valuation function from sentences of the language into V ).
Such a definition is aimed at capturing the intuitive idea underlying the naive theory of
vagueness—namely, that information obtained via valid inference, though good enough for
truth if truth attaches non-inferentially to the premises, may fail to yield truth if used in
turn as a premise for further (valid) inferences. I will claim that this idea is underwritten
by a distinction we make in assertoric and inferential practices with a natural language
(and which is crucial in probabilistic reasoning) between, on the one hand, a sentence’s
accuracy being so good as to be used as a starting point for further reasoning (modelled
by D) and, on the other hand, a sentence’s accuracy being good enough as to be worthy
of acceptance (modelled by T ). It’s easy to see that, given the foregoing definition of the
consequence relation, the minimal constraints put on the semantics already suffice to yield
failure of transitivity for modus ponens (such a failure is thus achieved in a way different
from that of most of the few other non-transitive logics).

As far as vagueness is concerned, my favoured approach is, to speak somewhat loosely,
to validate the full fragment of classical logic consistent with the naive theory of vagueness.
In particular, I will argue that speakers’ acceptance of “exhaustive penumbral connections”
(such as the claim that a patch on the borderline between red and orange can only be
either red or orange) lends great support to the law of excluded middle. By adding
further constraints on the semantics of T, I will thus proceed to define a suitable non-
transitive counterpart CT to classical logic. On the one hand, CT validates adjunction,
abjunction, the law of excluded middle, the law of non-contradiction, modus ponens and
the deduction theorem; on the other hand, CT invalidates many classical rules which
enshrine the transitivity of the classical consequence relation (and are unsurprisingly so
crucial in the proofs of usual cut-elimination theorems), such as the rules of conditional
in the premises, of disjunction in the premises and the various affixing rules (in many of
these respects, the framework is importantly different from that of fuzzy logics). I will
then show, using a model with partially ordered values, how an appropriate regimentation
of the naive theory of vagueness is consistent in CT.

I will finally sketch some directions for future research: (a) extension of the semantics
to 1st-order languages (with identity), and, consequently, extension of the consistency
proof to the naive theory of vagueness plus “naive abstraction principles” abstracting on
a non-transitive relation (eg the principle that that two objects have the same colour iff
they are indiscriminable in colour from one another); (b) development of an alternative,
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possible-world semantics, and proof of the extensional equivalence of the consequence
relations thus generated with those of the algebraic semantics studied in this paper; (c)
proof of soundness, completeness and computational properties for a suitable cut-free
sequent calculus.
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